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The Road Not Taken

BY ROBERT FROST

Two roads diverged in a yellow wood,
And sorry I could not travel both
And be one traveler, long I stood

And looked down one as far as I could
To where it bent in the undergrowth;

Then took the other, as just as fair,
And having perhaps the better claim,

Because it was grassy and wanted wear;
Though as for that the passing there

Had worn them really about the same,

And both that morning equally lay
In leaves no step had trodden black.
Oh, I kept the first for another day!

Yet knowing how way leads on to way,
I doubted if I should ever come back.

I shall be telling this with a sigh
Somewhere ages and ages hence:

Two roads diverged in a wood, and I—
I took the one less traveled by,

And that has made all the difference.
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Introduction

You have probably been given this booklet by someone whom you may appoint as your 
mediator. Its purpose is to explain more about what mediation is and how it works – and 
to set it in the context of the alternative approaches you could take so you can make an 
informed decision as to how you will seek out solutions and each form the next chapter in 
your lives. 

Before anyone enters mediation they have a one-to-one meeting with their mediator, a 
confidential space to share their concerns with the prospective mediator and explore with 
them whether mediation is likely to provide the best way forward. This meeting is often 
referred to as a MIAM, standing for Mediation Information and Assessment Meeting. This 
booklet aims to help you prepare for that meeting so that you can make best use of it. 
Each of you will have a MIAM. There is no commitment to going further and either of you 
– or the mediator – may conclude that there are other ways forward that would suit your 
situation better. Otherwise mediation will usually get underway with you together.

It is likely that you and your partner have managed many challenges in your life together, 
working out answers that have carried you forward all the way to this point in your lives. 
You now face perhaps bigger challenges that may feel as though they bring you to the 
edge of legal domain and you may be wondering what should be your next step now. The 
first choice you have to make is the process by which you will move forward to consider 
your options.

Mediation is not for everyone. Mediators are trained in first, the terrain of difficult 
discussions and secondly, the legal domain. Our belief is that for many the most helpful 
process will be one that:

Before anyone enters 
mediation they have 
a one-to-one meeting 
with their mediator, a 
confidential space to share 
their concerns with the 
prospective mediator
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	� is conducted to give you a real sense of safety and support, so that you are each able 
to give of your best;

	� will harness the resources you need to be able to understand and select between all 
the many choices you now have;

	� will have at its core the needs of any children and it will promote their interests;

	� permits you to understand your entitlements to pursue legal claims, what that 
process will involve and what lies at the end of it; but 

	� which ensures that your voices are loud in writing of the solutions you ultimately 
select for your futures.

The purpose of the MIAM is to focus, not on the outcomes (the substance), but rather upon 
the range of ways by which you get to that outcome. In particular we will be considering 
whether you are one of the majority:

	� who is able to resolve the things that need sorting out,

	� never going near the court (save perhaps for having any agreements signed off by 
a judge at the end),

	� by making use of one or more of a range of ways to sort things out away from court.

As part of that majority, you will be wanting to think through how a process might be set 
up and work so that you are able to give of your best and look back, perhaps in years to 
come, confident that you dealt with this situation just as well and wisely as you could do. 
This first meeting is not mediation – it is the information gathering and discussion process, 
carried out with a mediator who helps you to decide your best way forward. If that best way 
is mediation, then the MIAM is the selection process that takes place before mediation (or 
any other process) gets under way. If it is court then the MIAM is the certificate that permits 
you to safely issue your application. The MIAM is for many the sliding door moment, when 
you will decide how you transition from this chapter in your life to the next. 

You will already have discovered no doubt that family law has few clear answers for those 
asking it questions: the approach of our law is much more one that says “take into account 
this range of things and do what is fair and reasonable”. This means that there is a usually 
a range of realistic possible-outcomes to any given set of circumstances. We also know 
that court is expensive, very demanding of your energy, and will take months and in many 
situations, more than a year to deliver its outcome to you. It may not provide answers to all 
the issues you have that need resolving. 

By stepping towards court, you are also likely to lose a lot of the control that you might 
want to have over the outcome: when you reach out to court, you sign into a process that 
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gives a judge the duty to decide (by identifying what answer the law should give to your 
circumstances). Where the judge is deciding, you are not. Most couples would only take 
those steps only after trying to work out answers themselves and by agreement.

The way in which you work out solutions together is all important. Long ago we came to 
the conclusion “get into the right process with the right people at more or less the right 
time and the right outcome is likely to follow.” The purpose of our meeting is to help you 
to identify the all-important combination of process, people and timing that will best suit 
you and serve your situation.

It is quite a wide-ranging exploration we need to cram into our 45-60 minutes together, 
because there is no one right answer. What has happened in particular since the late 1980s 
is the development of a whole range of possible ways to provide the help that families need. 
Each of these aims to respond to the different needs of different situations and have then 
been developed by practice to deal with the different challenges of different situations. 
Each family has different challenges and that will call for different sets of resources to help 
them up and over each hurdle they face. By the end of our meeting together, we would 
hope you would have a reasonably well-developed plan for managing what lies ahead.

Some people gather information best by being given an overview, they might circle back 
to look at some of the details later on. Other people like to read detailed information 
first and then use the meeting to talk through any particular aspects that arise for them. 
Whatever your preferred way of working, we hope that this booklet can help fill in some 
details (whenever you might want them) and perhaps provide an agenda for anchoring for 
our discussions when we get together.

We have arranged the booklet in order of what you need to see. It will be really helpful if 
you will complete and send back to us answers to the questionnaire accompanying 
this booklet.

So let’s get started. 
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Mediation basics

We come to this task with an open mind, aiming to help you to seek out the way that is 
going to work best for you to resolve the issues you now face. So that might mean that we 
recommend you to another service entirely if we can see that this is going to meet your 
needs better than we can – there is little that is off the menu. 

	� We meet the requirements of the SRA (Solicitors Regulation Authority) as lawyers 
and the FMC (Family Mediation Council);

	� Our task is to help you assess the best way forward;

	� If we have acted as your lawyer then we can’t subsequently act as your mediator and 
if we have acted as your mediator then we can’t subsequently act as your lawyer (or 
indeed as your arbitrator).

We hope you will consider that your mediation is being conducted to the highest standards 
as required by the FMA (Family Mediation Association) and FMC. Please raise any concern 
you may have with us first; we will hope to answer those concerns so that mediation can 
still proceed, and, if not, to resolve matters to your satisfaction internally and informally 
according to our own complaints policy. If that internal process is exhausted, you may 
complain to the FMC. 

A copy of our own complaints policy can be found here https://www.flip.co.uk/
complaints/. A copy of the FMC complaints policy can be found on the FMC website.

Mediation Basics

It is fundamental to mediation that:

1. The information given in the first meeting is not shared with anyone save to the 
extent you agree or in the rare circumstances described on page 18.

If you proceed into mediation then

2. The process is confidential.

a. You also commit to keeping the mediation conversations private, save with 
those advising you (for example, your lawyer) and you will not record it.

b. You will tell us if the email address we use for you could be accessed by  
anyone else.

http://www.flip.co.uk
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c. During any online mediation, it is important that you are alone in the room you 
are using, somewhere calm and quiet where you can’t be overheard, especially 
by any young people.

3. Mediation is an exploration – it does not generate immediately legally binding 
outcomes but aims to lead to them.

a. Discussions in mediation about proposals and possible terms of settlement are 
not legally binding and also cannot be disclosed to the court (except where you 
give your joint written consent and we strongly advise you to take legal advice 
before you give such consent). 

b. This confidentiality protects the content of mediation and its outcome from 
disclosure to the court. The consequence of that is a freedom to explore avenues 
that otherwise might seem risky. Our experience is that such explorations will 
often take you to a creative third way, where, experience tells us you are most 
likely to find your solutions.

c. If you are taking legal advice, a copy of your mediation summary can – and 
should – be shown to your solicitors to assist them in advising you.

4. You will want to rely on the fact that the mediation conversations are honest. 

a. We are unable to conduct a mediation where anyone refuses to allow us to 
share, with the other person, factual (and especially financial) information that 
is relevant to the choices that you need to make together in mediation. 

b. For the same reason in mediation, we do not accept private communications 
that don’t copy in the other party (it is different during the MIAM). Normally 
the only communications that we have with you between sessions will be for 
administrative purposes.

Discussions in mediation 
about proposals and 
possible terms of 
settlement are not legally 
binding and also cannot be 
disclosed to the court
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c. We do not share our own personal notes made during the session, which are 
a memory aid for and belong to the mediator, although we will provide a 
confidential summary after each session.

d. Mediation is confidential and therefore you should feel free to be open about 
what you need to say to each other. From time to time we may suggest that you 
work in separate spaces; we will always make it clear in advance as to whether 
these conversations are entirely private or can be shared in part.

5. Mediation is voluntary: no-one is compelled to participate and even if you both 
use mediation then it ends at the point that either of you says it ends.

6. The decision-making lies with you both:

a. You are the only people who can make decisions about what is best for your 
family and you need to make them together. 

b. Mediators are there to help you explore the ways you can meet everyone’s needs 
and the mediators are responsible for managing the process to give you the best 
opportunity to do that.

7. The mediator is impartial.

a. Mediators seek to help all participants equally. We do not make judgments or 
express opinions about who may be right or wrong, and we do not take sides. 
We help both of you communicate with each other constructively. 

b. Mediators provide legal, financial and other information in a neutral way to help 
you understand your responsibilities and the options available to you. We do 
not promote opportunism or give strategic guidance to either of you.

c. We try to make our services equally accessible to all; it is important that all 
participants in mediation are treated with equal respect and feel that they are 
respected too.

8. Mediators will not judge or find facts.

9. Children and Young People come first.

a. Young people have the right to be heard in all matters concerning their needs, 
their interests and their futures. 

b. If you have children, your mediators will help you focus on your shared parental 
responsibility to create arrangements that are likely to support their needs, 
interests, relationships and well-being, now and in the future. 

Mediation basics
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Our responsibility to keep 
you and your children safe 
will on occasions override 
all other considerations

c. Mediators must encourage consideration of children’s wishes and feelings and 
offer the opportunity for all young people aged 10 or above to have their voices 
heard directly in mediation, if they want to do that. We are fully supportive of 
this being done and it is the norm in the work that we do.

10. Mediation Provides a Safe Space.

a. Mediation will only work if you are able to negotiate without risk of threat or 
harm. We ask you to let us know if at any stage you have any concerns about this 
or you find that you are too anxious to think clearly. 

b. Our responsibility to keep you and your children safe will on occasions override 
all other considerations. We may conclude that we cannot continue to mediate, 
for example, where there are allegations of abuse, intimidation or coercive 
control which cannot be managed safely. 

c. We all have a shared responsibility to ensure that conversations in mediation 
are free from discrimination and abuse and are conducted with respect and 
tolerance.

d. We do not mediate through e-mails, telephone calls or other correspondence, 
and discussions happen only in the mediation space, unless we have agreed 
otherwise.

Where relevant these principles of mediation also apply to our MIAM.

Mediation basics
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Venue: 

We meet either face to face at our offices in Central London. Alternatively, we meet by 
Zoom/ Teams/ FaceTime or other appropriate visual means. We do not usually proceed  
by phone.

Charges:

Hourly charges
Mediation is charged for primarily by reference to the time spent (whether in the meeting, 
preparing for the meeting or follow up after the meeting) relating to your matter:

	� in meetings;

	� in arranging meetings, preparing for meetings and writing them up.

It is why we try to manage all of this efficiently for you so that these costs are contained to 
the work that is useful and advances you towards the end point. 

It may be appropriate that we work with a solicitor-colleague from FLiP, in which case their 
costs are usually incorporated within the above charge.

Where there are other professionals working with us then their charges are on top. They 
would only be involved if you made this choice and when you were aware as to the 
additional charges that would arise.

How these costs are met between you
We work on the basis that you are each responsible for the charges but in the first instance 
(and until other arrangements are made) you will meet half each.

We will send you a bill for the work done after the first step meetings (MIAMs) referred to above 
and will also generally ask for money on account in respect of future upcoming fees. We then 
generally bill after each piece of work (each major meeting) and keep that float rolling forward.

Help with costs:  
Some clients will qualify for public funding of their costs in mediation. We are no  
longer in a position to assist on this basis but please follow this link to see whether  
you might qualify:

https://www.midmediation.org.uk/sample-page-2/familymed/legal-aid/

Where you are approaching us through your lawyer, they will know your situation so 
please check with them whether you may qualify for public funded mediation so that you 
can select an appropriate service accordingly.

Mediation basics
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Currently (in 2023) there is a voucher scheme in place to help with the costs that we charge. 
Details are here:

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/family-mediation-voucher-scheme

Any further information is available from our mediation co-ordinator Wendy Hoare:

https://www.flip.co.uk/profiles/wendy-hoare/ 

We work on the basis that 
you are each responsible for 
the charges but in the first 
instance (and until other 
arrangements are made) 
you will meet half each
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Tips for being cost effective

	� Recognise how we charge and what we are going to charge for. 

	� Make good use of the MIAM. 

	� Does face to face or online work better for you?

	� Consider counselling support:

	� To start to address the impacts of these events

	� But also to help you be more present in the discussions and mindful of where 
your former partner might be and their needs to be able to engage well and so 
enable you to make progress together.

	� Advice and guidance 

	� But bring it within the discussions – not sniping from outside. 

	� Find ways of saying the things that worry you.

	� Use our time together as a way of understanding what the other person is  
saying and show that you have heard them – you are unlikely to move forward 
without this.

	� Get your homework done.

	� Be realistic in what you pursue. 

	� Connect up with Wendy where needed 
https://www.flip.co.uk/profiles/wendy-hoare/ 

	� Further information available on request.
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“I just want a tick-box MIAM”

In this case ”sorry, but you are probably in the wrong shop.”

The mediation information and assessment meeting was invented all the way back in 
1996 and developed significantly in 2014 and again in 2024, the idea being that before 
individuals should be permitted to access state services they should have the opportunity 
of hearing about the advantages of the self-authored outcome that would come out of 
mediation to see whether it was likely to be more appropriate. The solution adopted was 
a general rule that the court should check to see whether anybody issuing proceedings 
had completed a meeting with a mediator. During that meeting they would have the 
opportunity to consider alternatives to court.

For some the MIAM became a formality – requiring a signature on a court form to permit 
the issue of proceedings but at FLiP, we treat the MIAM as more than an irritant and an 
additional charge. We think it is authentically a moment to pause and consider with a 
new professional whether there might not be a better way forward than joining the court 
queue towards – eventually – a judge’s decision. Therefore, and although we are licenced 
to carry out MIAMs, including, if you like, tick box MIAMs – (i.e, where everyone knows that 
all we will ever be doing is just providing the passport to issue the proceedings at court) 
we choose not to do that work.

It may well be that ultimately mediation (or some other away-from-court process) does 
not take place, the MIAM is signed and the court proceedings are issued. However, when 
everyone knows that all that is being sought is the signature on the form A / C100 as 
quickly and cheaply as possible then there are alternative providers offering this service. 
You would not want to progress through the careful exploration that we seek to make with 
you and that we think is called for at this time. 

Under the 2024 reforms, the court is directed to be much more vigilant about whether 
opportunities to engage in “non-court dispute resolution” have been considered.

	� You will be expected to file a form setting out your position on NCDR usually before 
each hearing

	� The court may well ask at each hearing for the evidence you have that you have met 
the “part 3” requirements that direct you towards mediation or other such processes

	� The court may adjourn proceedings for NCDR to take place (whether you both 
agree to this or not)

	� Failure to make use of NCDR may result in costs orders being made against you [ie 
an order that you meet some of the other person’s legal costs]
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The requirement 

Anyone issuing most sorts of private law children proceedings or applications for a financial 
remedy should show that they have attended a MIAM or engaged in “non-court dispute 
resolution” within the previous 4 months unless one of the following applies:

1. There is evidence of domestic abuse;

2. The child is the subject of the application and there are child protection concerns;

3. The situation is urgent because there is a risk to life, liberty, physical safety of the 
applicant or the delay of a MIAM would cause risk of:

a. harm (including the risk of a child’s removal);

b. miscarriage of justice or significant hardship to the applicant; or 

c. irretrievable problems in dealing with the dispute (for example loss of evidence);

d. loss of jurisdiction because of prior proceedings being brought in another state;

4. This is a further application in existing proceedings;

5. You are bankrupt and the case concerns finances;

6. The case is within the narrow band of cases that has to be made without notice to 
the other party;

Anyone issuing most 
sorts of private law 
children proceedings or 
applications for a financial 
remedy should show 
that they have attended 
a MIAM within the 
previous 4 months
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7. No mediator is available and you can’t progress online (this requirement is pretty 
narrowly drawn so check for details).

Your legal advisor will be able to help you as regards whether your situation comes within 
any of these exemptions. 

Where proceedings come before the court at the first hearing or first appointment, and  
if there has been no MIAM then unless a relevant exemption can be shown then the  
court should: 

	� adjourn the proceedings so that attendance can take place;

	� and may order any party in default to pay the all the fees of the professionals that 
have been wasted because of the adjournment (so you might be ordered to pay the 
other party’s costs).

Given the long period before hearings take place, the potential time waste of sidestepping 
the MIAM requirement can be substantial. For this reason, anyone considering proceedings 
is well advised to address the MIAM requirement.

Given the long period 
before hearings take place, 
the potential time waste  
of sidestepping the  
MIAM requirement can  
be substantial

Mapping out
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This firm’s task and responsibility

For you to progress into mediation, we would need to be able to certify that mediation is:

	� not only safe 
	� but also suitable.

So our task is to find the right answer holding the following centrally in mind:

We want you to work out a process that can enable you to give of your best in terms of 
your making decisions. 

Obviously it is a process that must ensure that you are safe 
And one that is likely to deliver safe outcomes for everyone concerned

It will ensure that everyone manages the challenges of the process well.

Is misuse of drugs or alcohol a factor? 

If so how is that best accommodated?

If you are using a process like mediation then is it realistic to expect each of you to be 
able to listen to each other's views,
 • and process what you are hearing well,
 • build constructively where appropriate; and
 • put alternative views?

Is there any risk at all of duress or coercion?

Is there an authentic and dependable commitment to give full disclosure during the 
process?

Will children be put at the centre? 

Will you each commit to your respective obligations in the various processes

Does each person commit to seeking out a fair solution that also best meets the needs 
of the family?

Is it all just too early to be looking at this [also referred to as “emotional readiness"]?

Is it appropriate in terms of whether the decision makers will actually be in the room?

If not, who else is needed do you think?

Have there been times when you have felt unsafe?

When things have become difficult before, what has got in the way of resolving things?

Will this identified process be robust enough to manage the complexities or other 
challenges of the situation?
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Exemptions to confidentiality

Whenever an allegation is made within a mediation that someone (particularly a child) is 
at risk of harm we have a duty to contact the appropriate authorities, this may be without 
your permission or reference to anyone else in the family if there is a risk of immediate or 
increased harm. 

We may disclose personal data in connection with an alleged or established unlawful act 
and, like other relevant professionals, we may be required to disclose to the government 
authorities information about any relevant criminal offence, without informing you

We are ‘processors’ of personal data for the purposes of the General Data Protection 
Regulation. 

	� You consent to us processing your personal data for the purposes of this Agreement 
to Mediate (this is part of your contract with us). 

	� You understand that this includes our retaining and storing your personal data 
for as long as is necessary, to include a period of a minimum of six years after the 
mediation concludes. 

	� We may retain data for research and statistical purposes but on the understanding 
that if used for this purpose all identifying details will have been removed. 

	� By adopting this process you confirm that our practice supervisors, a complaints 
handler or the Legal Aid Agency may have sight of our files, and we confirm that 
access is strictly controlled and on a similarly confidential basis. 

More details can be found in our Privacy Policy which is available on request.
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Impacts of separation on children

Divorce is profoundly destabilising for children. 

Children are hard-wired to depend on being taken care of by adults. If they perceive that 
their caretaking adults have lost the capacity to do this, they may begin to adopt caretaking 
type behaviour themselves, especially the oldest child in the family. This is an interruption 
to the child's healthy experience of being dependent. It can have a long-term negative 
impact on their ability to form relationships with the correct authority balance.

Two things are profoundly disturbing for the children of divorcing parents: (a) their parents’ 
conflict with each other; (b) the fear that they, the children, might be the cause of it, or of 
making it worse.

Children need clear, simple and well-structured information about what is going to happen 
to them. Vague speculation, unclear timelines or a sense that their parents can't or won't 
make decisions will fill them with dread anxiety. If their parents can't do it, then who can?

Children have a relationship with each parent that has entirely different foundations 
from the relationship the parents have with each other. Children forced into a conflict of 
loyalties by a parent who requires them to take sides will feel as if they're in a psychological 
prison. They'll wonder what crime they've committed to deserve it. This can cause long-
term damage to their relational/social development. It is for them to decide what they 
think of each parent and their behaviour. It is up to each parent to afford them the freedom 
to do this.

Children need an active demonstration that their parents’ relationship has not ended, but 
it has changed in character and purpose. It is now specifically a co-parenting relationship. 
This can be demonstrated easily and effectively in phrases like:

‘Dad and I have been talking about (whether you can go into town alone on the bus yet)

and have decided that…’

or

'Mum feels very strongly that (you shouldn't have your phone in your room on school 
nights). I absolutely respect that view, so…’
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The fact that children may sometimes dislike what is being required of them doesn't mean 
they don't deep down feel much safer operating within thoughtfully imposed boundaries.

How boundaries are reacted to and against starts to change in many children from about 
the age of 13 onwards. A degree of stroppy rebelliousness in adolescents towards their 
parents is a healthy sign: too much compliance may not be. 

Children – notably adolescents – may demonstrate extremes of rage and reactivity to one 
parent and absolute compliance with the other. This frequently means that the parent on 
the receiving end of the anger is actually the parent the child feels safer with and is less 
fearful of losing.

Adolescents can tend to be contemptuous of adults who behave like adolescents! The end 
of their parents’ marriage can be seen by adolescents as their parents’ failure to behave 
in an appropriate way. The anger towards parents at this time can appear very cruel and 
cutting. It is much better to show understanding of the causes of the child's anger than to 
get drawn into moral high ground battles with them. And at times almost impossible not 
to, whether you're divorced from their other parent or not!

Children want to be listened to, respected and liked. They are frequently feeling far 
less confident and up-together than they might appear. They need us to provide 
the respect for them that they might not always be able to find for themselves. 

Originally ‘‘The Rough Outlines of the Map’ provided by psychologist Chris Mills 
http://www.chrismills.uk.com/ 

The end of their parents’ 
marriage can be seen 
by adolescents as their 
parents’ failure to behave  
in an appropriate way

Impacts of separation on children
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Child Inclusive Mediation  
(Supporting your children too)

When parents separate, waves ripple out affecting any number of people, and children are 
those most immediately and significantly in the wash created by the decisions made by 
their parents. 

If as a family you were considering the move of a home or a child’s school (or making 
other sorts of decision that would mean a significant change to the children’s routines), 
you would want to support your children through the transition and gather their thoughts 
into yours. 

In your separation, your children may face all of these changes and more and yet too  
often children are left to navigate this transition on their own, perhaps assuming that  
the best they can do is simply to go along with what happens and wait to see what emerges 
in the end. 

Often children whose parents are separating find it hard to share accurately and 
authentically with their parents their thoughts and preferences about this upheaval. They 
may be quiet about their own needs because they are worried about making things worse. 
In their immature ways they may have some sense of what you are going through and may 
seek to support and protect you or simply hope that through their behaviours they can 
make things alright again. 

This combination of children’s: 

	� not really knowing what is going on;

	� lacking the life skills to help manage things for the best and;

	� wanting to protect their parents as the people they are so dependent upon,

is an unfortunate mix when what you really want to have is clear information as to their 
needs and so you can support them. 

In short, the enormity of these changes and the challenges to your being able to support your 
children through them as well as you usually do (because of what is going on for you) is very 
likely to make it hard for you to hear well some information they have that might help.

On the other side of things however, all parents will want to do their best to support their 
children. They would be sad if they felt that their children were just patiently waiting to 
see what is imposed. Child Inclusive Mediation seeks to fill this gap by providing children 
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with a safe place to talk things through. You are always your child’s parents and CIM is  
an opportunity for you to help keep the situation as stable as possible for your children.  
It permits: 

Children:

	� to reflect on their situation and share their hopes, fears and priorities;

	� to gather information about what is likely to happen so that they can regulate their 
expectations;

	� to put things right if there are misunderstandings their parents have about their 
views; and

	� to consider whether there are messages they want to feed into their parents’ 
decision-making and if that is done then:

Parents:

	� to become better informed about what their children really think (if that is what 
their children choose to feed back). 

More information about CIM is available here, which is our director of mediation, Dominic 
talking about the same:

https://www.flip.co.uk/podcasts/child-inclusive-mediation-a-video/  

A research project from Exeter University concluded:

	� For some children it is simply a well-being conversation, with the added benefit 
that something good may come from this.

	� For some parents, it is about their children feeling empowered and shown that 
their opinions matter and that they are at the centre.

	� Children are more accepting of an outcome if they feel that they were part  
of the decision-making process even where the outcome is not one that that 
they wanted.

	� Many parents adopt positions on the basis of assumptions about what their 
children need, but perhaps they don’t really know what their children are 
thinking.

Child Inclusive Mediation 
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The young people interviewed said things like: 

	� “It's our family too we have a right to be heard in the decisions going forward.” 

	� ”I liked seeing the mediator because they helped with things I was worried about 
or didn't know about. It just made me feel a bit more aware of what was going 
on.” 

	� “I wanted to make mum and dad both happy so I would change my opinions 
depending on who I was speaking to … it was only when I saw a mediator that 
I could actually say what I meant and talk through what information might be 
given back to them both.”

	� “The mediator helped me to work out what I needed to say but in much more 
gentle ways.”

	� “It made me feel a lot more confident to speak my mind about things which 
made a lot of stuff much easier and took the stress off my chest.”

	� “It's so cathartic to be able to explain to someone what's going on and have them 
really listen to you.”

Other research has shown the importance of children being given sufficient preparation 
to understand the process and enough time to process the information before being 
asked questions.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tRypOI0-yRw 

Parents who take this step are properly honouring Article 12 of the United Nations 
Convention on the Rights of the Child which provides that a child who is capable of 
forming his or her own views has the right to express those views freely in all matters 
affecting them.

Generally what will be involved is the following:

A decision around timing 

	� It often works well for parents to start work with the mediator so that the areas 
where the children’s views and input can start to come into greater focus for the 
mediator and parents.

Child Inclusive Mediation 
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Informed consent and ground rules 

	� There will be a meeting with the person who will be seeing your children (whether 
your mediator or someone else) so that you can properly know what is going to 
happen and decide that this is a positive step to take.

	� Ground rules will be agreed, including that the person seeing the child will not be 
called to give evidence in other proceedings unless they agree to do so.

The meeting 

	� The mediator will either meet the children themselves or sometimes the preference 
is to have a colleague do this work.

	� It is much more a chat than an interview and until now children have all said they 
actually rather enjoyed it. [Why wouldn’t they? Offloading worries and being the 
centre of attention and care!)

	� The meeting closes with an agreement as to what – if anything – of the discussions 
should be fed back to the parents (and sometimes children elect to feedback 
nothing).

	� No notes are taken – there is nothing that could be harvested even if there were 
later court proceedings – this is properly a process that seeks to be hermetically 
sealed from anything that might happen at court.

Feedback

	� The feedback sessions will take place soon afterwards.

	� Where the child-consultation has taken place with a separate mediator, then usually 
that separate mediator will take no further part, but any information provided will 
assist the ongoing mediation discussions.

  

Child Inclusive Mediation 
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Financial disclosure

The milestones along the way 

So often participants run into difficulties because one person doesn’t think that they are 
being given all the relevant information. Completing the disclosure task well is therefore 
often crucial to each side being willing to carry on with the negotiations.

But let’s back up a bit to see where disclosure fits into the overarching discussion around 
the finances:

Usually things happen in this order:

1) Disclosure: you set out what you have – and so does the other person: it is crucial 
that this is done completely: the mantra is “full, frank and clear” – so each side should 
provide information in a way to help the other understand.

2) Detail: you each address questions on that disclosure and information is otherwise 
gathered to explain it and documents produced to confirm it (referred to as 
Discovery), whilst disclosure identifies the items, this stage should ensure that you 
are pinning the right £sterling number to each item.

3) Definition may also be needed: here an expert provides clarity on technically 
challenging factual disagreements, such as valuation of a pension, property or 
company or tax liabilities or consequences of the different options.

4) Discussion: then there is dialogue between the two sides about how to go  
forward  

 (In passing, discussion only usually happens with Distillation i.e. where what is in 
the frame is summarised into a tight factual matrix that resolves or at least clarifies 
differences of view as to the raw data.

5) Digest: You are likely to need as much clarity as you can have on what your alternative 
to a negotiated outcome might look like, which will often include assessment and 
guidance on:

	� what would happen on a good day/bad day/likely day before a judge;

	� an assessment of the costs, intrusion and stress of getting to that stage; and 

Resources
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	� against that backdrop you can make some decisions around what is a desirable 
and what is an acceptable outcome.

6) Deal: Ideally the discussions result in a comprehensive agreement; but otherwise:

7) Direction: there is a map to set out, managing all the preparations, to an end  
point of: 

8) Determination: when a solution is imposed (either by the court or an arbitrator).

9) Divorce: (where relevant)

	� A divorce is usually wanted to bring to an end the legal tie of the marriage; 

	� But most people will need one anyway i) for the court to confirm the financial 
arrangements and 2) for any pension sharing arrangement to take effect

	� This takes a bit of time, so starting early is appropriate. You can’t start financial 
proceedings at court for a determination without a divorce being underway.

10) To-Dos: with the deal done or the outcome imposed, there will be a run-off of 
implementation steps to take.

At court the stages are fairly rigorously segmented and you move from one to the next. In 
other processes an approach can be taken the flexes more to the needs of the participants: 
you each reach that place of providing and doing what is needed to permit progress – 
because that is how the process will reach conclusion. But fundamental is that you can 
each trust what you are being told – when this is not possible so often the process will 
unravel and matters risk ending at court

Disclosure is generally provided in form E (just search “form e” – there is one that you can 
see on the gov.uk website). This form may look daunting (in fact when you get down to it, 
most of it is easy, there is just a lot of it to get through) but it is the standard document on 
which disclosure is given in situations of divorce and separation. As well as setting out your 
financial position, it also provides the building blocks of 

	� your ‘needs’ – that is the issues of housing and household costs and other financial 
requirements; and 

	� in very broad terms some of the details of the outcome you seek and why you say 
that is appropriate.

Resources
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Quick: 

Family law operates on fairly clear tracks: no deal will happen without discussion and discussions 
will never really start in earnest until there is disclosure – and documentation to prove what is 
said. It follows that the sooner this information is got out in the open the better.

Complete:

However, it is also critical that nothing is missed out. You hope to complete this process 
away from the court; but it is possible that you could still end up at court and if you do 
so this disclosure will be seen by the judge and if omissions are identified that will be 
taken seriously (see the warnings on the front of the form E document). You can spark off 
expensive and intrusive investigations by omitting things.

The court’s view on how much it can depend on your say so (and how much it should 
examine what you say) is likely to be affected by the clarity, completeness and apparent 
honesty of your form E account and any follow up disclosure. In extreme cases the court 
may be led to assume that there are undisclosed resources available to you – even if this 
is not the case. 

Criminal sanctions police where someone has been deliberately untruthful.

Comprehensible:

The courts remind us that it is our job to be clear, rather than simply throw out the raw 
data and leave the other side to work out the realities from the different jigsaw pieces (“the 
obligation is to be full, frank and clear in that disclosure”) and this approach should be 
adopted in mediation.

It is possible that you could 
still end up at court and if 
you do so disclosure will 
be seen by the judge – if 
omissions are identified 
that will be taken seriously

Resources
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Accurate:

Next, make it accurate. The meticulous form E goes a long way to convincing everyone 
involved that you are worth listening to. Inaccuracies – even if they are around things that 
seem insignificant to you can easily create the wrong impression.

Current: 

Note your obligation to disclose significant changes of circumstance – i.e. of the scale that 
alters the picture that you have given in your form E. 

Where you reach an agreement, usually you will want to confirm it with a court order. Broad 
summaries must be provided with the application (search again for “form D081”). Note that 
the obligation to disclose lasts until that order is actually made so any material changes 
would need to be volunteered, even if they only occurred after you have completed your 
form E.

If a court makes a decision, it usually does so on the basis of the current assets, rather than 
those that may have existed at the point of separation. 

The obligation to disclose 
lasts until that order is 
actually made so any 
material changes would 
need to be volunteered, 
even if they only occurred 
after you have completed 
your form E
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Agreed next steps

1. We reached conclusions as to the most suitable form of non-court dispute 
resolution ...

and we considered the next steps to be taken.

2. I should make contact with the other parties involved namely 

[contact details]

3. You will take legal advice 

I recorded your lawyers as [ ] 

4. You will make contact with an appropriate therapist 

Names suggested were:

5. I am providing a certificate in the form required by C100 / Form A, which will 
permit the issue of proceedings 

6. The issues that you raise are not currently suitable for mediation 

7. You will make contact with [ ] 

to report on the matters that you shared with me, relating to the safety of [ ] 

You will have them contact me to confirm safe receipt of that information.

I will take no further action if I hear from them by [ ] 
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Resources

Creating good transitions for children

	� The OnePlusOne project is a mine of great resources including videos

	� The Family Justice Young People’s Board promote the voice of children at the point 
of separation and in particular where parents are going through court process

	� CAFCASS has good information on its site, including around parenting plans 

	� From Texas, Christina McGhee has had particular influence on the system here in 
the UK and her website has a wealth of her accessible common sense – her “how to” 
booklet is available from FLiP in pdf format

	� Also try here for information from the excellent National Association for Child 
Contact Centres 

	� And here for an app that can really help where communication is difficult

Process 

	� For all things court-based and more, go to PinkTape for the queen of the family law 
blog

	� Good information about family mediation is available from the Family 
Mediation Council, our own FLiP podcasts, Wells Family Mediation, https://
devexmediation.co.uk/ and the Kent Family Mediation Service

	� Domestic abuse issues will generally call for immediate professional help which is 
why we have not dealt with them extensively in this booklet – background support 
is available, for example, from the government, the National Domestic Abuse 
Helpline, Rights of Women and Women’s Aid

Financial claims generally 

	� The Family Justice Council has good guidance

	� The plain English edition is here
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Pensions

	� In particular the report of the Pensions Advisory Group

	� Though many are now saying “better still, try” AdviceNow

 

Good information about 
family mediation is available 
from our own FLiP podcasts

Resources
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Appendix

PROCESS OPTIONS

Everyone whose relationship is ending/has ended has choices:

	� to do nothing (at least until your ex takes the initiative);
	� to seek the court’s help;
	� to agree a different process for sorting things out away from court.

This section: 

	� gives a basic guide to the court process;

	� introduces some of those alternatives and the things you will want to have in mind 
as you choose one path over another.

Agreeing an alternative to court

Obviously just because you think that an alternative will work well does not mean that it 
will necessarily be adopted – you will need to agree to adopt that process with your ex. 

That may sound a tall order; however often it becomes straightforward – because of the 
common interest that you have. 

	� You would each benefit from reaching good agreements, 

	� that work well for everyone and 

	� to do this in a process that is non-abrasive, affordable and completes within a 
preferred timeframe. 

Often, unfortunately, none of these elements are delivered by the court process. The court 
is populated by brilliant people doing an amazing job but the cases there are stacked six 
deep and more and you cannot realistically hope that your case (because that is what you 
will become):

	� Will be given a fast track to conclusion (because you have to wait for the court’s 
timetabling).

	� Can be managed in an efficient and tailored way (because the process rules are 
standardised and apply to everyone).
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	� Will be completed at minimal cost (because managing all those stages over that 
long period is bound to involve a lot of professional time).

	� Will ultimately involve a Judge able to: 

	� discern the fundamental truths that you have experienced and 

	� deliver solutions of perfect moral wisdom (not least because courts are restricted 
by the law in what they should consider and restricted by the pressure of time 
and other work as to how deeply they can examine and consider things).

In short, your suggestion to sort things out away from court should and indeed may well 
receive a welcome response, even where you feel that you have been able to agree very 
little in the recent past.

The pressures on the court system

The senior family judge has said this:

	� June 2020: If the Family Court is to have any chance of delivering on the needs of 
children or adults who need protection from abuse, or of their families for a timely 
determination of applications, there will need to be a very radical reduction in the 
amount of time that the court affords to each hearing. Parties appearing before the 
court should expect the issues to be limited only to those which it is necessary to 
determine to dispose of the case, and for oral evidence or oral submissions to be cut 
down only to that which it is necessary for the court to hear. 

	� repeated 12 July 2021: I make no apology for repeating this central message. 
There is a need for us all to redouble our efforts. 

	� ... and since then, the backlogs have got even worse.

And this comes in the context of a whole heap of encouragement from many other judges 
to find solutions away from court and before costs swallow up the difference between you 
and cause lasting damage (where relevant) to future family relationships.

My ex and I will never agree anything –  
How can there possibly be progress by agreement?

Court also provides help within the negotiations themselves. If there is no agreement then it 
is likely that the process will unroll to court where a solution will be imposed and it will be one 
that makes the best of the situation (albeit after time has gone by and costs have been spent). 
Given that this is the aim in your negotiations too, why would you embrace the high cost, 
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delay and abrasions of a court process when you could get to the same place by discussion 
and with a fraction of those disadvantages?

This reality, that negotiations happen in the shadow of the court, where either of you can elect to 
terminate the process and pursue the court’s answer, is a really significant step in regulating any 
power imbalance and it provides the reason for each person to listen to the other and respond 
positively to their needs within the negotiations. Without such co-operation there is the likelihood 
of the court’s becoming involved and each person should have a good idea of what that is likely 
to involve – because that will inform the choices that they are making in the negotiations.

Putting a safety net more firmly in place 

Where you are still worried about whether it will be possible to make progress, there are two 
main ways to put a long-stop in place:

	� First, you could issue your court application. There is usually a sizeable delay before 
anything happens in the court process, so what you might do is issue the proceedings 
and then use the period of delay to try to reach agreement. If you have timed it right:

	� Either you will have reached agreement and can then use the court appointment 
to sign off the arrangement 

	� Or the court appointment will come over the horizon at about the time that 
the discussions are reaching stalemate – and so you can step from the faltering 
negotiation process into the longer slower process that progresses ultimately 
towards a court’s decision.

	� Secondly, you could each agree that to avoid this scenario, you adopt arbitration. 
Here you would sign the agreement to arbitrate forms at the start of this process. 

There is usually a sizeable 
delay before anything 
happens in the court 
process, so what you might 
do is issue the proceedings 
and then use the period 
of delay to try to reach 
agreement
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Arbitrators will usually step up within a relatively short timeframe to provide their 
assistance. You would turn to them if the mediation process faltered.

Think about hurdles not labels

You may have been given all sorts of advice from friends about the best process to use (or 
perhaps the process to avoid at all costs). We know that this advice will have been given 
with the best of intentions but we often find that ultimately, it may not be so helpful to 
those hearing it. Every family is different and has different needs. Family law professionals 
are diverse and one professional may use one process very differently from the way that 
another professional will use the same-labelled process – the same professional may 
manage that process differently too depending on what they perceive are the needs of 
their client and any children. So going into this exploration just thinking that you need 
anything (provided it has the right name) because it worked well for a friend or family 
member may be a mistake.

What is likely to be of more use for you is for you to be clear about what stands in the 
way of agreement. The professional you approach can then discuss with you what are the 
resources that need to be assembled to safely carry you both [over those hurdles and] 
towards agreement, holding in mind your values and objectives. 

Ultimately the circuit board on which those resources are assembled and connected up 
will need to be given a ‘short-hand’ name, so that:

	� the option can be considered by advisors; and 

	� the ground rules for everyone laid out. 

However, we think that rather than worry too much at the early stage about the name on 
the flipside of the circuit board. It will usually be more important that you assess:

	� whether you feel in safe hands with the professional you are speaking to and 
considering appointing; and in particular:

	� whether you sense that they are hearing and able to act upon your concerns. Do 
they seem to grasp your description of the challenges and see opportunities for 
helping you forward.

Identifying some of the hurdles 

So what might be going on for you? It might be helpful to write it down. Here are some 
examples of anxieties that people have shared with us which really helped us then to work 
things out with them for the best.
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I just don’t know what my ex is thinking. It may be that we could agree but we are just not talking 
anymore and whatever I try to do is just a dead end.

I have been the homemaker, I have literally NO idea what the finances look like – that has always been 
their domain and I am the one at home making it all work and be manageable.
Or
I just know that they’re going to lie – they always present so well and seem so charming that everyone 
gets taken in and believes what they are saying but they wont tell the truth – or they won’t tell all the 
truth if they think that they can get away with it and, well – I think that they will believe that they can 
get away with stuff, yes.
Or
I would just feel so stupid sitting down trying to talk about these things – my ex is really clever – 
negotiation is their day job,right now I think I would just feel much safer with someone in authority 
telling them what is going to happen and someone on my side making them do what they are told.

My partner has always done all the parenting really – it is they who know what they are doing and how 
things should be run – so they have tended to take the view “my way or the highway”. I have tended 
to go along with that, just that now I guess I am now on the highway but still having to do it their way 
and I just know it is not for the best.

I have been the one bringing up the children all these years and I really know what is best for them and 
my ex just isn’t listening and wants to become fully involved and they really haven’t got a clue.

I just want to be fair about everything – but I don’t think that they do.

I don’t know my rights

The idea of sitting down together brings me out in hives. 
Or
It wouldn’t feel safe to sit and talk – the only safe way out of the room is to agree to everything they 
ask for.

A sense of safety the non-negotiable bedrock

A first question for the family law professional is always safety:

	� What is the best space in which each will feel safe to hear and give their views? 
What support will each person need for this to be done successfully and so that any 
outcome will be authentically the result of a full conversation and a fair exchange 
of views.

And in many situations this may mean that there is no meeting and no direct discussion or 
conversation and also that the first step is for formal legal proceedings to be taken to put 
protection in place. 

But do just take time to think about:

	� How the court will deal with these issues and the safety that it can generate (and 
whether that will meet your needs)
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	� As against the safety-steps that the mediator (say) could put in place to promote each 
person’s sense of security and safety. Sometimes the privatised arena can provide 
what is needed. Sometimes the mediation process can step in once injunctions 
have been put in place through the court’s system. Often talking it through with 
professionals better options can be identified for adoption.

Resources you might need to be able to progress well 

What components might a person need to help them progress:

As regards financial questions 

A person’s worry/ requirement Some options to meet this need

How can I gain clarity about
 • the resources in play

 • Accountant dealing with company 
valuation

 • Accountant providing tax calculations
 • Property [or other sort of ] valuer

 • how the court might assess the situation  • Your own advisor [solicitor/ barrister] – 
usually given to you privately – But you 
can also ask for guidance to be given 
to you both, for example from a neutral 
impartial professional giving guidance to 
you both together just on this aspect.

 • options for allocating the resources

 • what a pension might give me and the 
best way forward here

 • A PODE [a pensions on divorce expert]

 • how my needs might be met going 
forward

 • A financial planner providing cash flow 
forecasting and ongoing support.

 • how I might build skills in managing my 
finances

As regards parenting issues 

A person’s worry/ requirement Some options to meet this need

How can I/ we gain clarity around
 • how best to meet our child’s needs?
 • what does the research say?

 • One of the many great parenting 
information programmes

 • Child psychologist 
 • Mediator [esp from a therapeutic 

background]
 • Counsellor with relevant training

table continues on the next page…
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 • What are the sorts of thing that have 
worked well in the past?

 • Mediator 
 • Legal advisor

 • Our children’s views  • Input from their school
 • A child inclusive mediator meeting the 

child
 • An ISW [independent social worker] 

providing a report on the child’s wishes 
and feelings 

 • A CAFCASS [Children and Family Court 
Advisory and Support Service] officer 
being appointed by the court to provide 
such a report

 • A child psychologist reporting on the child

 • My legal rights 
 • Ok then my child’s rights

 • Most people would say “it is the child’s 
rights not the rights of parents that are in 
play”

 • A mediator can give information about 
this – otherwise your own advisor 
[solicitor/ barrister] in the room with you 
or outside

 • What a judge would say if an application 
were made 

 •  Most professionals can signpost you 
towards great resources and services.

 • How would the court process impact upon 
our child and our parenting? 

 • How can parenting skills be built

And for both

A person’s worry/ requirement Some options to meet this need

 • How do we communicate better   • Mediation 
 • But in particular counselling input 

 • Safety  •  Arrangements that can be put in place by 
your advisors 

 • Court support  • Independent Domestic Abuse Advocate / 
Advisor
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A COURT – A LONG JOURNEY THAT NO ONE WOULD WANT TO MAKE

That court process might appropriately be thought of as a long and wearying journey up a 
sharp and treacherous mountain and one to be avoided if at all possible: 

1. It will take a great deal of time. 

2. You will find it intrusive and the generality of tedium, step after step, is generally 
punctuated with a few moments of terror, uncertainty and frustration, for example 
as the case is dealt with at court.

3. The demands that it makes of you will be significant: if you aim to manage a solo 
ascent, it is likely to take all of your time working out how to do it. If you gather a 
team around you to manage the terrain with greater safety then you can expect 
really significant costs.

4. There are some known staging points but a whole range of unknowns, trips and 
potential slips along the way, but at least at the top, there is closure. Yes, there are 
occasions when the summit that you are hoping for is a false one and you are forced 
to journey a bit further (which may well be when your resources for a further climb 
are exhausted and you will have to dig deep) but eventually – and usually – it comes 
to an end.

Translating this into the process of family law in financial proceedings:

1. It will usually take well over a year to get to the door of the court for a final order [a 
2019 report suggested that in London it was 160 weeks from start of a process to a 
final hearing].

2. You will almost certainly be required to explain the minutiae of your finances and 
the history of how you got here and what you expect going forward in greater 
detail than you ever imagined would be needed by anyone. You will have to dig 
out or generate information that you never expected anyone to seek of you and if 
ever there was a moment when perhaps you made some chancy choices, well you 
should expect that to be looked at in eye-watering detail. 

 You may have to provide this information more than once. 

 There are also some pinch points, usually at court, when things may feel they are 
moving very fast indeed and are out of control with consequential sub-optimal 
outcomes.

3. You may have the appetite to acquire familiarity with the legal systems you face so as 
to be able to run your case on your own. But you would always be at a disadvantage 
if your ex appoints professionals who have spent their working lives doing this work 
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and who have the advantage of objectivity. For most, there is too much at stake and 
the system is too nuanced and intricate for self-representation to be a safe option, 
but funding the professional team that you may need to get to the end of the way, 
to a final hearing, will seldom cost less than £80,000 and may well cost several times 
more than that.

4. And whilst the court process has various fixed points, it also has myriad twists and 
complications along the way.

5.  Be conscious too that the court's preference now is that these issues are played out 
in public. So far as we can discern, the general story that the press want to run is of 
the stupidity of the participants who spent more than what stood between them 
trying to prove that they are right. Note too that personal financial data is almost 
bound to leak out into the public domain and whilst the court aims to protect the 
identity of children, jigsaw identification is usually possible.

The summit is the final court hearing. Sadly, you would also be wrong to expect any profound 
brilliance at the end of this journey. We all like to think of our courts as discerning truth and 
delivering an outcome that is redolent of wisdom, insight and justice. The reality of course 
is that at the end of the journey to court lies just another lawyer – often a profoundly clever 
and quick-thinking lawyer – but ultimately just another person, doing their best but with 
enormous caseloads and usually with too little time and too few resources to get it right 
every time.

Your former partner faces a different path, with different challenges, but essentially the 
same terrible journey, with all its dangers and disadvantages and the same miserable 
impacts on their time, energy and wallet and with the same uncertainty as to the ultimate 
outcome.

Whilst the court aims 
to protect the identity 
of children, jigsaw 
identification is usually 
possible
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B CREATING THE CONDITIONS FOR RESOLVING MATTERS AWAY  
 FROM COURT 

If court is the long journey up a treacherous mountain then “NCDR” (also “ADR” for 
alternative dispute resolution or simply “DR”) is the picnic site, when a blanket is put out 
on the ground and each side privately lays out their analysis and their arguments and 
conversation takes place as to how things are going to be settled. 

Agreement to sit down can be at any point from the carpark to right near the end of the 
climb, after all the spending has been done (but when the agony of uncertainty at the 
outcome and worry about the process is also at its peak). Of course the earlier that the 
conversation takes place, the greater the savings (which often means the easier it is to 
reach an agreement. Far better to be negotiating when there is £150,000 to save than at 
the door of the court when it may be down to less than a fifteenth of that sum).

Managing a positive separation

This is where process connects to relationship. The way in which the relationship ends and 
the pacing of the steps after that point will have a major part to play in whether and if so 
what negotiation process can be embarked upon in preference to the court. One might 
think of the cliché of the person who is discovered in a long-running affair with a younger 
partner, or perhaps someone known to their spouse, where there has been surreptitious 
spending and a back history of lies, where there is a stormy separation and then a follow up 
with a self-righteous solicitor’s letter. It should be little wonder that the parties would each 
be a good way up the litigation slope before there is much consideration as to alternatives 
and whether there could be solution through dialogue.

Of course, some situations can’t start slowly or with calm dialogue (in particular where there 
are jurisdiction issues or questions of safety) but where there are options, engaging (on the 
topic of disengaging) with sorrow and regret, with understanding and perhaps even some 
kindness can pay huge dividends. Giving things a bit of time may also be important. 

These are big asks – they involve the polar opposite emotions of what very often is driving 
the separation. It is why getting advice from a relationship professional at this early stage 
can pay such dividends: being forced to recognise how this is all likely to be for your ex 
may enable you to make some profoundly better choices as regards timing and how the 
situation is managed generally. 

Many people will manage their separation in the safe environment of couple counselling. 
It may be heavy and exhausting work but by trying to deal with the issue with honesty, 
decency and kindness they may be doing more than just the right thing. They may be 
avoiding a profoundly impactful first mis-step. By far the highest proportion of the  
grisly and nasty litigation cases have their roots well manured by a toxic and badly 
managed separation.
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Diagnosis of the problems to help identify the process 

Beyond this, we may do well to pause and think what are likely to be our ex’s needs to 
reach solution. Until you have found the process that will help to meet those needs, a 
solution is not likely to be found. Forgive the stereotypes but you can imagine a different 
set of needs between, for example:

	� the person who has been excluded from finances and has no confidence in being 
able to run the household budget going forward; 

	� the parent who has focused on providing rather than caring and who feels that it is 
only because of their career focus that they feel so hopelessly under-skilled to now 
take on the responsibility of child-care that they would like to have;

	� the person who has been out of the workplace for years, lost confidence in 
themselves but who must now start to find their way into the workplace again; 

	� the person who has been kept at arms’ length from complex financial structures 
and who doubts their ex’ preparedness to play fair and disclose honestly and 
completely;

	� the person who is terribly depressed and lost;

	� the person who is so anxious about their safety or the situation of the children or 
perhaps has their horizon filled by other family members with their own crisis or 
challenges;

	� the one who is furiously hurt and is looking to understand what has happened and 
how;

	� the one who has formed a relationship and is just wanting to close things down and 
move on;

	� someone who wants to do the right thing – they just want to know that they are not 
going to turn around and regret the choices that they have made some years down 
the line if things get tough.

This is not easy work to do. At the end of a relationship, our own needs for vindication 
or acceptance are likely to fill the horizon – to be able to really put yourself in your ex’s 
position and understand their views (rather than caricaturise a viewpoint that excuses and 
justifies our own) is likely to be challenging. Those who realise its importance will usually 
want to sit down with a relationship professional to test out and refine their thoughts.
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Friends and family 

The point of separation is new for you – but also new for your ex. The decisions you each make 
are likely to be profoundly impacted upon by the thoughts of those to whom you turn. 

Friends and family are always well-meaning but so often the support slips into an alliance 
of criticism against the other party. That makes the settlement picnic less likely and instead 
just gives you a renewed sense of entitlement (and clarity around the other party’s guilt). 
This makes the rigorous mountain ascent all the more likely. There are some friends-groups 
where the support seems to be more a form of vicarious gender-aligned warfare. 

Friends and family being pushed into partisan camps in this way may be particularly 
unhelpful later on when the solution emerges and there is an attempt to rebuild what may 
have become a shattered context of family and friends in which the parties are seeking to 
co-parent the children.

The best support is usually of the informed variety and the best support from family and 
friends is often a listening ear, focused on helping a person access the expert help they 
really need.

Professional support

There are lawyers who are more skilled in diagnosing what is needed to keep a situation on 
track for a successful dialogue (or who know where to access those skills) and some who 
are better at managing a separation with a focus on court presentation. There are those 
who have a fuller range of settlement processes at their fingertips and the skills to manage 
them well and others who are looking to catch up (or more worryingly, not bothering to 
do so). There are lawyers who are resolutely focused on their clients’ well-being and an 
unfortunate minority perhaps more focused on their own financial well-being. Finding 
the lawyer that is right for you is crucial, but seeing your ex connect up with the lawyer 
who is right for them may have the greatest correlation with a process that is ultimately as 
successful as it can be.

Lawyers who have worked well with each other in the past may provide a particularly good 
way forward if you are lucky enough to be able to manage the situation to achieve this. 
Usually in such arrangements, there is a greater level of trust, so that the process is more 
likely to progress faster and more cheaply and there will be fewer hurdles to dialogue and 
a greater chance that the lawyers’ support for the chosen process will make it successful.

The first lawyer to be instructed may be able to orchestrate this or, from having started 
out in couple counselling or in mediation, you may be better able to agree a mutually 
beneficial way to go forward.
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Communication 

Being able to keep open the communication channels between you may be valuable. We 
are profoundly connected to the people we have married and spent so long with and with 
whom we may have had and raised children. You may not be the ones solving the issue for 
the other (your ex is more likely to see you as the problem than part of the solution most of 
the time) but there may be times when you are able to make small touches that influence 
the direction in which things now advance and the choices that are made. Where the 
communication has kept going at some level, it is going to be far easier to take advantage 
of the picnic sites when they can be spotted, and it is to those that we now turn.

 

There may be times when 
you are able to make small 
touches that influence the 
direction in which things 
now advance and the 
choices that are made
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C NON-COURT DISPUTE RESOLUTION OPTIONS 

There is one thing that all these [not court) processes have in common, which is that they 
only happen because the parties agree for them to take place: there is no picnic without 
first an agreement to sit down. Otherwise there is either hiatus, reconciliation or the long 
walk to court. Court of course does not depend upon an agreement to engage. Either side 
can issue an application and the court hearing dates will come and require engagement, 
preparation and attendance: there is no choice. But NCDR will only happen if there are 
agreements 1) to do it 2) when to do it 3) the form it will take and 4) who is appointed. 

One way of looking at the different NCDR options is to think about who is involved and 
how. The most common are shown in the grid below:

No advisor/occasional advice Directly involved advisor

No facilitator The “DIY” divorce, with or without 
lawyer support in the wings

One lawyer models (such as 
“Together")

Collaborative practice

Lawyer-led negotiation
This might be negotiations by letter 
or a one-off or a series of meetings

Neutral facilitator Family mediation Mediation with the lawyers 
brought into the process

Facilitator and law 
guide

Directive mediation
Occasionally you might have a neutral facilitator with legal expertise 
parachuted in

Facilitator and tester Crunchpoint/ hybrid mediation  
(possibly but more rarely without lawyers)

Help with the law Neutral Evaluation / Private FDR 

Imposing an 
outcome in line  
with the law

Arbitration

These processes might come in combinations or sequence. For example, neutral evaluation 
is pretty pointless unless it happens in the context of what is then done with the guidance 
on the likely outcome, so this might be couched in mediation, or more usually it is provided 
in the context of lawyer-led negotiation.
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Med-2-Arb would see a fixed process commencing in neutral facilitative mediation, but 
with the unresolved issues then being automatically referred to arbitration if an overall 
agreement can’t be reached.

FLiP offers “settle” which is a system which achieves the resolution of relational, practical 
and legal aspects through harnessing together the contributions of counsellor, mediator 
and arbitrator.

An alternative way of looking at the process might be the extent to which it is controlled 
by the couple or managed by legal process and rules. This might be thought of as a series 
of rooms in the following form, which also provides our opportunity for a brief sketch of 
what is usually going on in each:

 

Couple-led… … Law professionals

Less 
structured

1. Counselling
 • Individual
 • Couple

Many different approaches

Law informed, eg:
4. One couple, one lawyer, 

“Together”

Aligned professionals, eg:
5. Collaborative

2. DIY
 • ad hoc
 • family assisted
 • professionally supported  

(advice “in the wings”)

6. “Co-operative”
7. Partisan lawyer 

negotiations
 • round-table meetings

8. Assisted partisan 
lawyer negotiations

 • joint conferences 
(barrister-led), ENE

 • the private FDR

3. Mediation
 • with therapeutic mediator
 • therapist/lawyer
 • child-inclusive mediation 
 • with child expert/accountant/

lawyer
with own lawyer

Imposed outcome
9. Arbitration

More 
structured

10. Court

Higher 
cost
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 So here:

	� In the top left is a process with a therapist helping the couple address relationship 
issues. The parties might attend one therapist together to work on the relationship 
or make sense of its ending and seek to create a good enough relationship going 
forward for the sake of co-parenting the children. Alternatively, one or both might 
be having individual help. The focus is on the relationship rather than the nuts and 
bolts of the pragmatic issues, which is the “stuff” of the legal agenda. This work 
might therefore carry on in combination with other processes.

	� In the orange room is the DIY divorce as the parties seek to find their own agreement; 
perhaps they are taking advice to help them make decisions.

	� Next is the rose room of mediation, where there is an independent and non-aligned 
professional facilitating the discussions and perhaps providing recommendations 
and giving broad-based information (but no advice).

	� Across the corridor at the top sees the couple adopting approaches with a stronger 
lead from the law.

	� The green room sees the parties making use of the same lawyer. Often this lawyer 
will work as part of a team, that might involve counselling support, financial 
planning or accountancy input as needed.)

	� Next, in blue, sees a variety of options usually involving each party having their 
interests protected by their own appointed legal professional.

	� Next are shades of purple where the parties will ultimately have a solution imposed 
on them, either by an arbitrator (9) or by a judge (10), if a solution is not agreed by 
negotiation along the way to that end point.

The parties might attend 
one therapist together to 
work on the relationship or 
make sense of its ending
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So continuing the discussion about hybrid arrangements, there are now “package” 
arrangements where you might have:

	� (yellow, pink, violet) personal support provided on a joint basis, with mediation and 
backed up by arbitration (like FLiP's Settle)

	� (green and turquoise) “Together” (one lawyer advising both parties) perhaps in 
combination with personal support and Early Neutral Evaluation

	� or more simply pink and violet: “med-2-arb” where arbitration is agreed to at the 
start of mediation so that the participants know that arbitration is in place to catch 
any unresolved elements of the overall package. 

The DIY divorce

Divorces are now secured through an online portal and a separating couple might decide 
to run that part of the process themselves – just take care to avoid some of the mistakes 
that can become expensive to unravel. There is no requirement either to involve lawyers 
in the negotiations around money or children, a couple might decide to manage their 
arrangements through direct discussion/ negotiation. Almost always there will be aspects 
of separating out that will be managed directly (for example issues around personal 
possessions or closing bank accounts or perhaps working out some of the details of co-
parenting). Upsides include the convenience and low cost. Downsides seem specific and 
narrow but often prove significant:

	� To reach a binding conclusion, a technical write up is needed which will usually 
mean that help is needed. That is when the hard-worked-at agreement may come 
apart as the lawyer on one side or the other says that the agreement is not fair.

	� For many couples one side will not know about the resources and usually neither 
knows what they might be entitled to receive, and so they are likely to want advice.

	� Where, as is so often the case, relationships break down in mistrust, it is difficult to 
have successful conversations that will generate an outcome that will “stick” and 
also be capable of conversion into a final binding set of arrangements. More usually 
assets are simply divided and the claims are left hanging, which means that they 
could be pursued perhaps years later.

	� Usually as an impasse emerges, one side will consult a lawyer and then the other 
party will fear being out-manoeuvred and will do the same. 
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Mediation

Mediation might be thought of as one of the most flexible of the circuit boards (to revert to 
an early analogy) where any number of components might be soldered into place to meet 
the needs of the parties. The mediator is an impartial, flexible professional (usually from a 
law or counselling background – or both), whose primary task is to facilitate the parties’ 
search for solutions to the issues they bring to the process. 

	� They can't give you advice:

	� But will give you information about the principles and will discuss in broad 
terms how those principles might apply to you.

	� They can also manage the process to permit you to take your own advice or can 
bring neutral legal guidance into the room.

	� They will not give you individual strategic guidance

	� They will be usually be able to carry out a financial audit or to guide you on child 
development / tax / company valuation / pension-specific work; but where more 
advanced work is needed: 

	� They will have a range of people to bring in to meet these needs 

	� They may or may not have skills to guide you on questions of communication and 
to deal with other relational work

	� but will very comfortably work alongside other professionals offering this 
guidance and support and structure the process so that the benefits are felt 
within the mediation.

	� Some mediators will prepare any final order that might be needed to confirm 
the arrangement – but more usually the finalisation of your agreement will 
be summarised (often called a Memorandum of Understanding) with a 
recommendation that you appoint your own lawyer to give you advice and guide 
you over the stage of obtaining an order and implementing the arrangement.

The outcome of mediation is an agreed hypothesis. It does not bind but is the model that 
the parties adopt for progressing their case. Usually at that point, lawyers are instructed to 
advise on the hypothesis and subject to that advice either write it up and convert it into a 
binding structure (usually by court order), perhaps negotiate any finer points of detail that 
the hypothesis throws up or perhaps identify these for further discussion and hopefully 
resolution at court.
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If agreement can’t be reached then the transition to court-based resolution is common.

The process has the advantages of:

	� speed to the table: mediation is quick to set up and everyone is working on 
solutions from an early stage; 

	� speed of dialogue: rather than slow exchanges (as each idea works its way by 
emails to and fro) there are meetings, so the exchange of ideas is instantaneous, 
meaning they can be picked up, assessed and discarded or built upon very quickly;

	� relationship advantage: mediation should help to build a problem-solving 
relationship between the parties: they will practice these skills in the work they do 
and increasingly better equip themselves to address future challenges between 
themselves;

	� lower cost: the parties are paying for one professional between them rather than 
(for example in the representation model) paying for one lawyer each;

	� high control: the parties’ preferences and values are undoubtedly “louder” in the 
mix that generates the outcome and there is likely to be a faster focus on what 
matters to the parties;

	� positivity: there is the more nebulous but important factor that the relationship 
is strong enough to seek to sit down to find solutions together. That can only be a 
good thing.

Before you seek to access these upsides, you might want to talk through the potential 
downsides, which could include:

Mediation should help to 
build a problem-solving 
relationship between the 
parties
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	� power balance: for example where one person has felt disempowered by the 
relationship and feels they are entering the discussions with less knowledge of the 
finances/capacity to manage financial discussions/ negotiation skills generally. 

	� audit: will the mediation it will often be hard for mediation to manage the long, 
hard careful examination of all the numbers that is routinely offered by some of 
the other processes. Different mediators will have different levels of skill over this 
and others will engage financial professionals to deal with these issues but some 
situations may well be too complex to fit well in this room;

	� support: a non-aligned mediator will not provide you with the direct level of 
support that you may need or that your ex may need, which may mean that the 
process ultimately will struggle to deliver;

	� guidance: the broad-based legal information gives space for your voices but either 
or both of you may miss having the guidance in the room as regards what the law 
would be likely to give you and whether the hypothesis being explored is centrally 
within the bracket of the sort of solutions that the court would be offering (which 
might be better, or worse). Sometimes mediations unravel because the advice given 
by parties outside the mediation room is so clear and so different!

	� stress: mediation is there to enable couples to sort out the issues of separation, 
often shortly after separation. It is a pretty challenging proposition to sit down and 
do this work, when, as is often the case, emotions are still running high. However, all 
too often it is just as hard to put everything on pause till the temperature is better 
suited to the challenging work involved;

	� no binding agreement: mediation does not have a binding outcome, there is a 
possibility that it will conclude and still fall apart, leaving the disappointed person 
with a sense of hard work for little purpose;

	� iterative discussions: the mediation process can sometimes be permitted to 
continue for too long: agreement doesn’t arrive but the attachment to making 
mediation work can give a sense of going around in circles and, if still ultimately 
inconclusive, an irritation and an impatience for conclusion.

Mediation can often flex in how it is set up or other components can be installed to address 
these issues.In particular:

	� where there are children aged 8-10 upwards their voices would generally be 
engaged within the mediation process through child inclusive mediation 

	� where parties want their lawyers involved in the mediation process, we would 
explore whether this will be helpful with the option of (usually) shuttle mediation 
to engage their help within the discussions
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	� shuttle mediation can also be used to give physical separation between you where 
this will better enable one or both of you to process the options (hold in mind that 
this will make the creativity that so often generates the solution harder to access

	� mediation can be conducted in person or online 

	� We are able to install ground-rules at the outset and in response to developments 
to permit better progress.

	� We can Involve a range of specialists to help the meetings be productive and to 
enable you to access the Information that is needed for progress to be possible.

Across the corridor lie the rooms where the outcome is more guided by legal principle:

One lawyer models 

FLiP offers the Together model for working, where you and your former partner appoint 
one lawyer rather than each have your own lawyer. All that can be offered in this note is a 
brief overview. We can think first about whether the structure may be appropriate:

It requires It [is made][may, depending on the 
degree be made] impossible by

Each of the couple to:

1. be emotionally ready

2. be willing to work amicably and by consensus 
and

3. be able to manage their emotions to do so; 
and

4. be willing to listen and move

5. commit to full and frank disclosure

6. have sufficient trust

7. agree that the lawyer will give them guidance 
on the law and that you do this with them 
together

8. confirm that they are seeking a conclusion that 
is just and in compliance with the law; and 

accept that much of the above can’t be known at 
the start and that if it becomes apparent then the 
process may need to seque into something else.

1. Abusive relationship 

2. Power imbalance 

3. Safeguarding concerns 

4. Duress 

5. Capacity issues 

6. Unlawful acts 

7. Complexity 

There is a ongoing vigilance as regards all of these issues throughout the matter
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	� Generally ‘Together’ will see the lawyer at the hub of a web of other resources called 
in to assist you to secure what you need, it may have a feel similar to mediation – the 
difference lies in the fact that 

	� in mediation, the mediator can’t give advice; whereas 

	� under this model, the lawyer should – indeed must give that advice and 

	� where there is uncertainty as to the likely legal outcome (as will often be the 
case) further help is likely to be needed; and 

	� where parties wish to depart from the outcome that applies legal norms, that 
may be a red-flag that may stand in the way of further progressing in this way.

Collaborative 

Invented in the USA, collaborative divorce involves a “participation agreement” or contract, 
committing the parties and their lawyers to work constructively and for the good of the 
family; to keep negotiations at the table; to seek no secret partisan advice; to be fair and 
disclose fully, and ultimately (and if agreement can’t be reached) to use new lawyers to 
reach conclusion.

Advantages include:

	� its being a very swift and cost effective model where a pair of lawyers who may have 
done considerable work together in the past are able to make swift progress for you;

	� a strong ethical aspiration to do well for the family and to provide each party with 
what they need to go forward;

	� transparency and respect for the wishes and choices of the couple; and thus

	� a genuine intention to keep the law component helpful only (so it does not 
proscribe the outcome but negotiations are conducted with awareness of what it 
might provide).

Problems include:

	� that many lawyers are no longer active in the model (or never were) so there can be 
variable buy-in to the ethics, which can leave you stranded or exposed where there 
is a mis-match of expectations between the lawyers or the parties; 

	� the iterative discussions: the lawyers too are bought in to reaching agreement 
(rather than have a failed collaborative), that can work well but it can also promote 
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circumstances of high expense as parties struggle to make the final concessions 
needed to generate the bridge of an agreement.

Various forms of lawyer-led negotiation

Next door and looking similar but ultimately differently flavoured are more lawyers acting 
for their clients. “Co-operative” was supposed to be collaborative without the disadvantages 
(but which often proves to be an unclear version of collaborative – which can prove to be 
collaborative but without the safety).

The broad range of lawyer-led negotiations that really applies here may be:

	� a highly constructive dialogue between two solicitors with the clients in the room

	� a dialogue by phone or email between lawyers 

	� a round table meeting or perhaps shuttle negotiation

	� it may involve the engagement of barristers who then take the lead

	� it may be pre-proceedings or very late in the day (perhaps even at court waiting for 
the hearing to begin)

One option that has gathered particular popularity is the private FDR.

	� it apes the Financial Dispute Resolution appointment that is (usually) the second 
visit to court in the court process;

	� like that process, it usually involves the parties being represented by barristers. It is 
highly driven by the views of the court-based outcome;

	� unlike that process it takes place when the parties and their advisors decide – so it 
will often take place far earlier than the court’s FDR ever could;

	� it does not depend on having a court judge because the parties identify their 
own judge, usually a senior barrister, to hold the court and express their view and 
generally seek to propel the parties over the line to agreement.

However, the private FDR is still a relatively late-arriving event, when often considerable costs 
have been incurred. Hand in hand with that preparation usually comes the phenomenon 
that each side is likely to be relatively “dug in” to the sense and appropriateness of the 
positions that they have adopted. Indeed, the FDR will almost always be preceded by 
without prejudice offers where each side hones and refines their best legal case. Many 
of the harder situations are still susceptible to solution at an earlier stage before this 
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hardening of stance has taken place, which has created space for the success of the more 
recent development:

Hybrid mediation
Generally:

	� (but not necessarily) each side has their legal representation in the room (Zoom or 
otherwise) with them

	� progress is generally achieved by a mediator moving between the rooms 

	� there will often be no endeavour to hammer out the right legal answer, each side 
is left with their views of the application of the law but with encouragement to 
recognise that as both sides can’t be right, perhaps neither is and “right” probably 
lies somewhere else

	� there is focus on the benefits of settlement and creativity around what might be 
needed to achieve closure

	� the lawyers are on hand to assist and to progress the agreement often achieved.

Arbitration 

Whilst a mediator facilitates a dialogue between the parties (and should keep their own 
views as to the “right” outcome to themselves), the arbitrator’s view of the outcome is like 
the judgment of a court and it will bind the parties.

The arbitrator’s view of 
the outcome is like the 
judgment of a court and it 
will bind the parties
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Arbitration is perhaps best thought of as BUPA-justice: the parties are not dependent on 
the court to progress their case; they advance it themselves and vest an independent third 
party with the power to make decisions where they cannot agree.

So arbitration only happens by agreement but, once started, the arbitrator is given the 
power to impose arrangements as to process and the ultimate outcome.

Whilst a court process may take 12-15 months, the arbitration process will commonly unroll 
in 2-5 months. All of the information that the court process would require, the arbitrator 
will require; they are required to apply English law and will generally adopt court rules as 
their fall-back save that they are required to manage the case to minimise costs and delay 
whilst also ensuring a fair hearing.

Commonly there will be:

	� discussions/ negotiations between the parties’ lawyers as regards the choice of 
arbitrator

	� the signature of the ARB1FS

	� disclosure by Forms E

	� a first meeting where the arbitrator will seek to map up the stages for progressing 
the case

	� questionnaires/valuations/expert reports (just as in the court-based process)

	� statements/updating disclosure if needed

	� and then a decision either to progress to a hearing (on private premises) before the 
arbitrator, a bit like the court, or a “papers-based” disposal where each side puts 
their case to the arbitrator in written submissions

The process will be timetabled around the preferences / availability of the parties and their 
lawyers. It may build in hiatus for without prejudice negotiations (settlement meetings or 
a private FDR). It will be as light touch in its process as the parties agree (or in default of 
agreement as the arbitrator decides) and can be restricted (thus saving time and expense) 
to determine only the issues on which the parties haven’t yet reached agreement.

You can find out more about the processes FLiP offer here: https://www.flip.co.uk/how-
we-do-it-the-process-options/
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D WHO IS INVOLVED

It has been trailed in the preceding pages that there may need to be a variety of people 
involved in managing the process to conclusion.

The therapist, family consultant, counsellor

	� Likely to be involved to build insight as to your ex’s view of the world, enabling you 
to work out how best to manage the situation;

	� may also have an important role in your managing the situation in which you find 
yourself (to include frustrations as to the legal process).

The senior solicitor 

	� Likely to be at the core of the strategic and day-to-day management of your case, to 
include the other professionals involved;

	� perhaps involving a junior so as to permit the split of functions between higher-
cost, strategic aspects (where seniority and experience may be crucial) and more 
routine day-to-day work.

The assistant

	� In good firms, costs are slashed by involving highly experienced trained assistants 
in an administrative role, removing from the professionally qualified a lot of the day-
to-day functions that otherwise would be charged at higher hourly rates.

A therapist, family 
consultant or counsellor 
is likely to be involved to 
build insight as to your  
ex’s view of the world
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The barrister (aka “counsel”)

	� Barristers generally go out at lower hourly rates (they have lower overheads).

	� Through their being relieved of the routine functions of case management, they are 
on the front line day in, day out and so are highly skilled court technicians, often 
with a greater capacity to “call” the outcome of a case. We will involve them when 
the data begins to come together for their objective review of your situation, their 
estimate of the likely court decisions in your case, for analysis of gaps, tips and traps 
and strategic guidance generally, and for specific drafting tasks.

Accountants, pension advisors, financial planners, valuers 

	� Any of the above may be involved to give expert guidance to the court, for example 
as regards values (companies/pensions/properties, cars, antiques etc), generally as 
a “JSE” (joint single expert);

	� these professionals may also be involved in a partisan way, perhaps to challenge the 
view of the JSE or perhaps just to plan or enhance the presentation of your case;

	� a financial planner may well be sensibly involved by you as the re-investment/
rebuilding process begins or to provide advice as regards the resources released by 
the litigation.

Implementation team

	� The partnership of marriage reaches into almost every aspect of our lives – little 
wonder that at its ending there is likely to be considerable “sorting out”, even after 
the deal is struck: there will usually be properties to transfer, sell or buy; there are 
wills to write; pensions need to be managed and financial security rebuilt, generally; 
there will also be bank accounts to separate out or close and a whole raft of matters 
to “DIY” and we will give you checklists about this, in due course.

	� Some of these “transactional” pieces can be got underway sooner and we will help 
you through each of them at the relevant time, offering you connections to our 
tried-and-trusted professional contacts as we go and otherwise clarifying what 
needs doing when.
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Glossary

Ancillary Relief – the name for court proceedings about money issues connected with 
(“ancillary to”) divorce proceedings – now usually “Financial Remedy” is used

Applicant – a person who starts legal proceedings or makes an application 

Arbitration – a procedure where the parties appoint their own “private” judge and agree to 
be bound by the outcome. The process is faster and cheaper than the court and preserves 
confidentiality

Attachment – see Pensions [where it crops up rarely] but consider also child attachment 
where parenting issues involve young children when it is very important if arrangements 
are to be achieved which meet the needs of the baby or toddler

Barrister – Barristers (also referred to as counsel) are the specialist lawyer-advocates, 
generally selected by us to provide input for hearings but used in many other ways too

Bills – another of the array of words that is used loosely in a number of different ways 
concerning charging, eg “I bill at £x per hour”, “my bills total £y” or more technically “this 
is an interim bill” (the right is reserved to re-charge the work at a different rate should 
circumstances dictate); “this is a final bill” (it may not be the last bill but the amounts for 
that period will not be altered later). FLiP’s bills are all “final bills”

BR19 & BR20 – the forms we will need to submit to the Pensions Service early on, the 
former to clarify your basic state pensions record and the latter to identify the extent of any 
second state pension that may exist, thus paving the way to negotiations to divide these 
entitlements appropriately in the context of the other arrangements being made

CAFCASS – the Children & Family Court Advisory & Support Service, most commonly seen 
in proceedings concerning children when they provide safeguarding reports and reports 
on the wishes and feelings of the children involved

CAMHS – the Children & Adolescent Mental Health Service, perhaps best explained here: 
https://www.youngminds.org.uk/young-person/your-guide-to-support/guide-to-
camhs/

CETV (or Cash Equivalent Transfer Value) – one of the valuations given to a pension fund 
(roughly, if the fund were transferred to another pension provider at the given date, the 
figure that the new pension provider would receive). It is a figure that the courts and family 
lawyers will need to implement (if not negotiate) the division of pensions

CGT – Capital Gains Tax is a tax that is charged when an asset is disposed of and which is 
linked to the amount of increase in value of the asset during ownership
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Chattels – personal possessions

Child arrangements order – means an order regulating arrangements relating to a) with 
whom a child is to live, spend time or otherwise have contact and b) when a child is to live, 
spend time or have contact with any person, we are now forced to use the terms “a spending 
time with” or “a living with” order in place of the previous “contact” and “residence” order

Chronology – the document required to be lodged at court prior to the First Appointment, 
setting out the main events of the marriage and divorce and subsequent proceedings to 
enable the court to identify the relevant history

Clean break – the situation where the court has terminated all orders that could be made 
between parties (apart from any ongoing orders for the support of children). The “clean 
break order” is the order made by the court achieving this

CMS – The Child Maintenance Service, purveyors (in replacement for the Child Support 
Agency and the Child Maintenance Enforcement Commission) of calculations carried 

out under the Child Support Act 1991 to determine the level of general maintenance paid 
by a “non-resident parent” to a “parent with care” for their “qualifying child”

Collaborative law/process/practice – a dispute resolution process centring around four-
way meetings between the parties and their advisers, with the professionals agreeing to 
act only in relation to the negotiations and be prohibited from being instructed in any 
litigation; court applications being made only by agreement during the process

Confidential – refers to information and documents that are personal to an individual and 
which are in consequence protected from being used by anyone else until they have been 
given/confirmed to that person (eg because of a duty to disclose information or discover 
documents)

A clean break is the 
situation where the 
court has terminated all 
orders that could be made 
between parties (apart 
from any ongoing orders 
for the support of children)
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Consent order – the order that is often made by application in writing without either side 
attending because both have agreed its contents

Contact order – archaic term describing an order requiring one person to co-operate 

in a child visiting, staying, having letter or telephone communication with another. 
(Formerly known as “Access” now known, snappily, as a “spending time with order”)

Costs can refer to –

1. the order that one party pays a sum contributing to the fees incurred by the other 
(the court might make an order “husband to pay the wife’s costs”)

2. the fees incurred with the solicitor (the solicitor might say “my costs are £x”)

3. more confusingly still, they might be referring to the overall sum that the client is 
due to pay or the smaller part of the bill that their firm is due to receive – ie the total 
of the bill including counsel’s fees and court fees etc, or just the amount after VAT 
that they will receive

Counselling – counsellors might look at how the relationship could be put on a stronger 
footing (in individual counselling or more often couple counselling prior to a permanent 
breakdown) or, recognising the end of the relationship, individual counselling might help 
an individual to make sense of what has happened and how it should now be managed for 
the best and thus avoid struggling to find answers to these points at far greater cost (for 
less competence) with their lawyer 

Decree – the historic term for a form of divorce order: Decree Absolute (now the Final 
Order, ending the marriage) or Decree Nisi (now the Conditional Order, the unavoidable 
step before Final Order where the parties know that the marriage will be ended when an 
application is made as required). 

Detailed assessment – the process by which the court decides what sum you should pay 
towards the costs of your opponent (see Taxation, which was the old name for this)

Disclosure – the process of providing information or the information that is provided

Discovery – refers to the documents produced to back up and confirm the disclosure

Domicile – your domicile is determined by the domicile of your parents at your birth 
(domicile of origin) or by your later choice (domicile of choice). It is a factural question and 
jurisdiction can be based on the answer. 

A “Duxbury” lump sum – the fund paid by one spouse to the other, calculated by reference 
to a range of financial and actuarial assumptions, to provide a stream of income to replace 
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maintenance payments for the rest of their life. For example, a husband might pay a sum 
of £100,000 to his wife aged 60 to provide her with an income of about £10,000 a year 
(including her pension) for the rest of her life

DRA – This will be a later hearing in the court process addressing decisions relating to your 
children. More of the evidence will be “in” and there will be a concerted effort to reach 
agreement. (See also FHDRA).

DX – a postal system operating between most solicitors, barristers, banks, mortgage 
lenders etc; next-day delivery is pretty much guaranteed and losses are rare

Ear-marking – see Pensions 

Fact-find(ing) hearing – in litigation concerning children, the court will often fix a hearing 
just to address the allegations, in particular around safety – the overall decisions to be 
made are then made in the light of those fixed points

Family Procedure Rules 2010 – the code setting out the steps & stages and the court rules 
for dealing with the applications made to it in connection with separation and divorce and 
its consequences

Fees – the sum charged by counsel or by the solicitor or other professional – or indeed by 
the court (as in “court fees”) or the Land Registry 

FDR/financial dispute resolution hearing – the second court hearing in the court’s 
process for determining financial applications, at which the judge endeavours to help  
the parties broker a settlement of the financial claims. This hearing takes place on a without 
prejudice basis.

Fact-find(ing) hearing – 
in litigation concerning 
children, the court will 
often fix a hearing just to 
address the allegations, in 
particular around safety
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FHDRA – stands for First Hearing Dispute Resolution Appointment, which is the first  
time parties will attend court after issuing an application as regards their children. It is |the 
intake hearing that addresses safeguarding, sees the settlement of the case if possible and 
otherwise plans the future management of the process. (See also DRA).

Final hearing – whether in children or finance matters, this will be the end point to the 
court journey when (unless agreements are reached at the door of the court) the judge will 
hear evidence and exercise their discretion to apply the legal principles and impose their 
decision on the applications that have been made 

Financial remedy – the range of orders that a court can make to redistribute assetsand 
provide for lump sum and maintenance payments

First Appointment – the first stage in the court’s process for determining financial 
applications, at which the judge identifies the issues and timetables the production of 
information that will be required to enable the case to move forward

Form A – the form that starts financial remedy proceedings

Form E – the bulky standard form document which is completed in financial cases to 
confirm the resources and needs of the person completing it

Forum – the country in which the legal proceedings will advance, so a “forum fight” refers 
to a contest between different court jurisdictions for the case. Also “forum conveniens” 
which refers to the doctrine that the court may apply which is to determine the court that 
is most appropriate or convenient to determine a legal contest

IHT – Inheritance Tax which may be charged on the value of a person’s estate (generally) 
at death

Inheritance Act claim – see I(PFD)A

Injunction – a court order that requires action or prohibits action

I(PFD)A  – refers to the Inheritance (Provision for Family and Dependants) Act 1975, which 
gives spouses, former spouses and children (as well as others) the right to claim capital or 
monthly sums from the estate of a person who has died. (The Act also gave the courts the 
power to terminate the right to make those claims in the future when hearing the financial 
claims at the time of divorce)

Indemnity costs / Standard costs – Good to get, horrid to pay: Indemnity costs are 
awarded where the court disapproves of the way that a case has been conducted. It  
is likely to involve making a payment to the other side of a high proportion of their  
total legal bills (perhaps up to 95%). If a costs order is made (an order that one 
contributes to the legal costs incurred by the other) this is likely to be a Standard costs 
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order and likely to involve a payment of between, say, 65% and 85% of the actual  
costs incurred

Issue – the process of making a court application by completing the relevant form, paying 
the fee and having it sealed by the court. The application is then referred to as “issued” and 
is ready to be “served”. (See also Statement of Issues)

Intestacy – the grossly negligent act (usually) of dying without a will (“he has died 
intestate”). Intestacy laws lay down the rules by which “an intestate’s” estate are divided 
between family members – usually in a sadly inappropriate fashion

ISW – independent social worker: the person generally turned to for the provision of a 
report on the ‘wishes and feelings’ of a child in parenting proceedings 

Joint single expert – an independent professional, appointed usually by order of the 
court to give expert guidance to the court about things such as property values or tax, or 
to give psychiatric assessments etc. (See also Part 25 expert)

Joint tenancy – see Severance of joint tenancy

Leave to remove – refers to permission to take a child out of the jurisdiction, usually 
permanently, ie to live abroad (see also Relocation)

Litigant in person – also “self-representing", the Individual who advances their own case, 
without lawyer assistance (or such assistance being ‘In the wings’). They may have help 
from a “McKenzie Friend", an advisor, usually without other professional qualifications who 
sits with them and gives recommendations and guidance

Mediation – a process of negotiation between the couple, assisted by professionals who 
may also be lawyers; it runs (or should do) alongside the advice given by lawyers but offers 
a different way for couples to resolve themselves the issues they face

A “Mesher” order – an arrangement that does its best to address a common problem 
where resources are limited, where on the one hand it would be good for the children to 
stay in the property they know, but on the other, inappropriate for the other parent to lose 
altogether the value of the property 

The court allows the financially dependent party plus the children to stay in the property; 
but on certain trigger events (perhaps marriage, cohabitation for a certain period, a child 
reaching a certain age, a particular date, or a combination of some or all of them), there is 
a sale; and the proceeds are then shared between the two parties (with the waiting party 
usually being hit by CGT)

Memorandum of understanding – the part of the mediation documentation that 
expresses the proposed deal
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A joint single expert is an 
independent professional, 
appointed usually by order 
of the court to give expert 
guidance to the court about 
things such as property 
values or tax

MIAM – the mediation information and assessment meeting that will usually pre-date any 
application to the court: the Applicant should hear about the possibility of mediation’s 
delivering an appropriate solution and ideally the respondent will attend too so as to see 
whether a successful mediation can be generated

Molestation – as in non-molestation injunction – refers to the court order prohibiting 
(usually) most forms of conduct that could in any way harass or pester the applicant

MOU – stands for memorandum of understanding and is the way that the mediator 
summarises the hypothesis that you have worked out together. This document will be 
protected by negotiation privilege and is not usually disclosable to a court.

Parental responsibility – this refers to all the rights, duties, powers, responsibilities and 
authority which a parent can have in relation to a child. Where parents are married at the 
time of a child’s birth, or subsequently marry, they each have parental responsibility. Each 
of them may act alone. Where this is not the case, the mother has parental responsibility 
alone until she agrees that the father should have it (a short form must be filed at court) or 
the court grants it to the father

Part 3 – reference to part 3 of the Family Procedure Rules, which contains the court's 
powers to promote resolution of a case away from court. When professionals refer to this 
they are considering whether appropriate efforts to settle have been made or the options 
now for adjourning the court process for such efforts to continue

Part 25 expert – the professional appointed to give expert evidence under the regime laid 
down by FPR 2010 Part 25

Pensions – may be state-provided or provided by private institutions. Up to three different 
options may be available to deal with each (and usually it will be most economic to involve a 
pensions specialist to provide recommendations if mistakes or loss of value are to be avoided):
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	� Attachment (formerly “ear-marking”) will siphon a specific share of benefits to the 
spouse – much of which is conditional on not having remarried beforehand

	� Sharing (formerly “splitting”) creates a second and separate pension fund for the 
spouse either with the same provider (the “internal transfer”) or with a new provider 
(the “external transfer”) 

	� Offsetting – when no specific arrangements are made in relation to a pension – it 
is left with the person in whose name it now is because that is appropriate in the 
circumstances of the other financial arrangements being made

Petitioner – the spouse who presents a petition; they will generally continue to be 
referred to as “the Petitioner” throughout the proceedings – see also Respondent and Co-
respondent and Applicant

PODE or pensions on divorce expert – what it says on the tin – usually an actuary or 
senior financial planner with the relevant skills and experience

Prohibited steps order – forbids the taking of certain steps in relation to a child, eg 
removing them from the UK or the care of a certain person

Privilege – refers to the documents that are exempted from the obligation to disclose 
– crucially this will be communications with professionals about the case (for example, 
correspondence and advice letters between solicitors, barristers and you, the client are 
privileged from disclosure), but also documents that have been exchanged, relying upon 
the negotiation privilege of without prejudice

Questionnaire – often the form E disclosure will leave gaps or leave things unclear. Each 
party can raise questions of each other, for approval by the court at the First Appointment 
in financial remedy cases, and they then need to be answered within specific timeframes

Privilege refers to the 
documents that are 
exempted from the 
obligation to disclose 
– crucially this will be 
communications with 
professionals about the case
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Reasonable requirements – what used to make the world go round until the arrival of 
White v White at the House of Lords on 23 October 2000 (see below)

Relocation – the proceedings and eventually (perhaps) the order that gives permission 
to change the residence of a child: within the jurisdiction (“internal relocation”) or abroad 
(“external relocation”) (previously “leave to remove”)

Remuneration Certificate – the certificate issued by the Law Society confirming the level 
of fees that it considers appropriate to be charged. It is only obtained on request from 
the client complaining about their solicitor’s bill (or occasionally at the instigation of the 
solicitor themselves). The process is not available once proceedings are issued. Here the 
court will carry out the determination (see Detailed assessment and Taxation)

Residence order – used to settle the arrangements about where a child should live. After 
the Children and Families Act 2014 it became called a “child arrangements order”. Prior to 
1991, it was termed “Custody”)

Respondent – refers to the party in the proceedings who is responding to the Applicant’s 
proceedings, which of course gets very confusing where a husband petitions for divorce, 
the wife issues proceeding for financial remedies and the husband applies within those 
proceedings for an injunction. Wife or husband can then each be the Respondent, 
depending on which bit of the proceedings are being referred to. Judges usually resort  
to “husband” and “wife”, even when the divorce has long completed

Retainer – Could solicitors have anything as simple and straight-forward as “terms of 
business”? Of course not. We have a “retainer” which refers to the whole range of contractual 
and professional obligations to our client and the terms on which our client instructs us

Search and seize – an order granted by the court authorising (usually) a neutral solicitor 
to enter premises to look for, identify and take information relevant to a particular issue. 
These orders are hard to get (available only in particularly difficult situations), expensive to 
implement and have profound impacts on goodwill in the process: probably never to be 
used by the faint-hearted nor in marginal circumstances

Section 8 order – refers to s8 of the Children Act 1989 which created “the residence order”, 
“the contact order” (now “child arrangement orders”) “the specific issue order” and “the 
prohibited steps order”

Section 8(5) order – refers to s8(5) of the Child Support Act, which gave the court power 
to make orders for maintenance for children where their parents are agreed about the level 
and wish to exclude the CMS

Section 25 factors – refers to s25 of the Matrimonial Causes Act, which lays down the 
factors the court should consider before exercising its powers to divide the finances and 
make maintenance orders
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Serve – the process of delivering formally a court document to those who must be 
notified of it. Generally documents are “served” by post or “DX”. The court now serves 
divorce applications by email, confirmed by post. Some other procedures have special 
requirements dictating that the documents are delivered personally

Severance of joint tenancy – where two or more people own property, they will often 
hold it as joint tenants (if one dies their share goes automatically to the other) or as tenants 
in common (their share in the property is dealt with according to their will or the rules of 
intestacy if there is no will). Severing the joint tenancy converts the joint tenancy into a 
tenancy in common. It is a step that needs to be considered on consulting a solicitor

Sharing – see Pensions 

Specific issue order – contains directions to resolve a particular question which has arisen 
in relation to a child (eg where they should go to school)

Standard costs – see Indemnity costs

Statement of Issues – the items identified by each side before the First Appointment in 
financial remedy proceedings that each side says the court must determine to settle the 
case

Statement of Truth – a technical term referring to the prescribed declaration that the 
contents of a document are true and which therefore carry with them the potential 
consequence of perjury sanctions

Statutes – the Acts of Parliament that lie at the core of how the court is empowered and 
required to deal with the applications that are made to it. These may be fleshed out by 
Regulations and then guidance is given on the application by prior cases in senior courts, 
called the doctrine of precedent. Key statutes are:

	� the MCA 1973 (the Matrimonial Causes Act 1973), which lays down the law as 
regards divorce and allied financial claims

	� the I(PFD)A 1975 (the Inheritance (Provision for Family and Dependants) Act 1975, 
defining the claims that can be pursued against the estate of a deceased person

	� the CA 1989 (the Children Act 1989) lays down the approach to resolving parenting 
disputes and, in its Schedule, the financial claims that can be made in relation to 
children

	� the CSA 1991 (the Child Support Act 1991), with its myriad formulae and rules 
defining who pays what for children under the DWP’s system administered by the 
Child Maintenance Service
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	� ToLATA 1996 (the Trusts of Land and Appointment of Trustees Act 1996), 
confirming how the court is to approach financial claims raised on an equitable 
basis independent of the discretion that exists where there is a marriage 

The Statutory Charge – refers to the right of the Legal Services Commission to recover, 
with some exceptions, the costs incurred under a legal aid certificate from what has been 
in issue in the proceedings. Where neither side has had legal aid, the statutory charge plays 
no part

Taxation – this has nothing at all to do with tax, but was the process by which the court 
assessed the level of costs that should be paid. (It is now called “detailed assessment” but 
the old word may still be used) 

Tenancy in Common – see Severance of joint tenancy

Undertaking – a promise that should be treated as a solemn assurance to the court. The 
person giving it may be sent to prison or fined if breached (though such draconian steps 
are reserved for flagrant situations)

White v White – the ground-breaking case that required family law professionals to look at 
dividing things equally in two, or think about why this was inappropriate

Will – the document without which so many of us crazily choose to die; an item which 
should be an early agenda item with your solicitor

Without Prejudice offer – is one that “may not prejudice the court” and so it is prevented 
from ever being shown to the court. It is an attempt to find a settlement and save costs 
and so cannot be shown to the judge, save that the judge hosting the FDR, the court’s 
settlement meeting, certainly will see them and will base their interventions upon how to 
close the gap between the parties’ positions. Meetings can also take place on a without 
prejudice basis when what is said, shared and done is generally protected from being 
produced in the ongoing litigation
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DISCLAIMER

This publication does not necessarily deal with every important topic or cover every aspect 
of the topics with which it deals. It is not designed to provide legal or other advice.
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“FLiP takes a unique 
approach to family law, 
guiding you with exceptional 
legal expertise, integrity, 
and specialist emotional and 
practical support.”

Separation and divorce generally engage every aspect of the lives of those 
involved (and the lives of their children). They will often mean unwelcome choices 
or intrusion into areas that are held most dear. 
 
Family Law in Partnership came into existence in 1995 to equip those who sought better 
outcomes for themselves and their families with the help they needed. It was established 
to provide cost-effective support joining up the insights required over the legal and the 
relationship aspects. It therefore offers counselling, insight and support on the one hand 
and legal advice, guidance and action on the other. It is experienced in away-from-court 
processes (mediation, collaborative etc) which provide the chance of the cost-effective 
outcome but also expert in the procedure and the law applied by the courts for when 
litigation will provide the better solution.
 
This booklet is part of FLiP’s honouring its commitment to being cost-effective but also 
seeking to bolster individuals’ self-determination by distilling from its long-experience 
the basics with which everyone should be equipped to approach this challenge, make 
their choices and work well with their lawyers towards the best possible future at the 
end of the as-good-as-it-could-be process.

© Family Law in Partnership Ltd 2023

http://www.flip.co.uk
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